How Much I Love You by Sam McBratney features Nutbrown Hares
Alice met the White Rabbit and the __ Hare in Wonderland
In the film, The Last __, a toy rabbit is sent from the future
Calvin and Hobbes' neighbor, __, had a stuffed bunny named Mr. Bun
The __ and feel book, Pat the Bunny, was first published in 1940
Kate DiCamillo wrote The Miraculous Journey of __ Tulane in 2006
The Hare and The Tortoise is one of Aesop's __
The movie Who __ Roger Rabbit featured both live action and animation
In 1950, Jimmy Stewart starred in __ about a man and an invisible rabbit
__ the Lucky Rabbit was created before Mickey Mouse
__ Potter wrote about Peter Rabbit, Flopsy, Mopsy, and Cotton-tail
Pooh, Rabbit, Piglet, Tigger and Eeyore live in the __-Acre Wood
Bambi's bunny friend
In the Hobbit, __ drives a sled powered by Rhosgobel Rabbits
Max and Ruby are brother and sister bunnies created by __ Wells
Lola Bunny starred with Michael Jordan in 1996's __
Buster and Babs Bunny are from ___ Adventures
The Duracell and Energizer Bunnies advertise __
He famously made a wrong turn at Albuquerque
__, a pet rabbit, is thought to be a vampire by the family cat and dog
The Nesquik Bunny debuted in 1973 and loves ___ milk
Hugh Jackman voiced E. Aster Bunnymund in Dreamworks' Rise of the __
Mr. Herriman wears a monocle in Foster's Home for ___ Friends
The Nursery Fairy turned the ___ Rabbit into a real rabbit
Hazel and Fiver are characters in Richard Adams' __ Down
__, by Jim Benton, is known for its insulting and sarcastic comments
___ told stories about Brer Rabbit in the Disney's Song of the South
"____, Trix are for kids!"